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Dissolution of gold mines in ZLATKOV

Once upon a gold mines were opened in Zlatkov over which an old witch held a kind of protection. The miners were very well thanks to gold vein. In addition the witch held the kind of protection in Czech. The witch advised the miners where they can dig the vein. The miners listened to the witch and on the place of digging they find gold. Although the witch was ugly her daughters were pretty so the miners used to go to her daughters. As the witch found it she got angry a lot. She invented a punishment - the most cruel one for the miners. She threw down a handful of the poppy and the number of granules falling on the table was the number of years where gold won’t be found.
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Pernstejnská Bílá pani

At the ancient times, when Zibrad from Pernstein resided his castle, the Perstein was besieged by a large crowd of enemies. Numerical superiority of enemies forced Zibrad to negotiation of eventual favorable conditions for peace. The Enemy troops entered into the castle but the oldest daughter didn’t want to allow the ceasefire and she continued to defence. The attackers were reaching the swords as Zibrad jumped to it and he trusted the sword into his daughter’s breast. But she revealed herself in Perstein as each of her revelation preached some event. Once a noisy wedding took place in the castle the white lady. Till he could blink an eye she stayed in front of him. He turned pale with fear but he didn’t want to go back so he went and kissed her. At one he dropped dead down on a land. When the last male descendant fell the white lady took her hands up and lamented whole nights. After Forbonius’s death Perstein genus extinguished the distaff side and since the time she hadn’t been seen no more.
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1. Zkáza hardu Zubštejna
2. Desultion of Castle the Zubstein
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